Fluffy the Cat

Fluffy was a **good** cat today. While playing **outside**, he found a **thin**, **speedy** mouse running through a **huge** hole in the wall. Fluffy put **his** paw on the mouse's tail. Then, Fluffy picked up the mouse and tossed it over the table. The mouse landed on its **feet** and ran away.

Draw a picture of your story.
Read the story below. Rewrite the story by replacing each underlined word with an antonym from list. Write neatly and be sure all words are spelled correctly.

her  she  naughty  under  tiny
walked  slow  fat  inside

Fluffy the Cat

Fluffy was a good cat today. While playing outside, he found a thin, speedy mouse running through a huge hole in the wall. Fluffy put his paw on the mouse's tail. Then, Fluffy picked up the mouse and tossed it under the table. The mouse landed on its feet and walked away.

Fluffy put her paw on the mouse's tail. Then, Fluffy picked up the mouse and tossed it under the table. The mouse landed on its feet and walked away.

Draw a picture of your story.